
Notes w/ Lecture 

SOME NOTES ON CD-1 

How many volumes? | think there were 5... Below notes from Hal affidavit on 

August 23, 1977... 

Any careful read of CD-1 reveals that there are marked deficiencies in the 

evidence. For example, the shortest single chapter in the Report (32 pages) is 7 

titled “The Assassination.” CDed irventirety i is about 900° pagesi ca length . » Oo 
= Ee re sa pei apees 

P.124 ..Hal notes that FBI agent Jeti F. Gallagher was agent in charge of 

forensic testing of weapons . .. . None of these results can be found in the FBI’s 

CD-1 or in the Warren Commission Report. . . 

Gallagher does not enter into the public record until 9/15/’64 and during his Ky 

appearance he was not asked a single question about any of the scientific tests 

used in determining whether Oswald fired a rifle or not. . . 

| might add here that the FBI turned out its Report on the JFK assassination (CD-1) 

without ever asking for a copy of the Kennedy death certificate. The FBI got 

around to acquiring this document weeks after it released CD-1 and after 

“Leaking” the conclusions of its investigation to favored press people from the 

get-go... 

Add here that the Warren Commission never asked for a copy of JFK’s 

death certificate. .. . (Had it requested a copy it would never have been able to 

insist that the fatal hissing that day composed of three shots: Two hit JFK in the 

back and one missed going down range and struck a curb stone sending concrete 

splinters into Jim Tague’s face. 

In short: Here we have the WC concluding that there were 3 shots fired with two 

hits and one miss. 

With the FBI, the investigative body of the assassination, the Bureau insisted that 

there were three shots: Two hit JFK and one hit Connally.


